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During all games and tournaments CDNA representative players and officials are required to wear full CDNA uniform.  
 
The compulsory player uniform consists of:  
 

Girls Boys 

CDNA A-Line playing dress CDNA Playing Singlet 

Black under shorts (player may provide) Black shorts (player may provide) 

CDNA Training Top (singlet, polo or long sleeve) CDNA Training Top (singlet, polo or long sleeve) 

CDNA Red Hoodie CDNA Red Hoodie 

 
Optional uniform consists of: 

CDNA socks (short / long) 

CDNA backpack 

CDNA drink bottle 

CDNA jacket 

CDNA keyring 

CDNA bike shorts (only for UNDER dress) 

CDNA playing / training shorts 

 
All Uniform orders will be made through an online shop run by the uniform manufacturer, not CDNA. 
 
A Uniform Day will be held after the Rep teams have been finalised. Uniform samples will be made available at the 
Uniform Day so that players can check their size. Each rep player will be required to order the uniform items that 
they need at Uniform Day so that the items can be manufactured in time for the beginning of the 2022 season. 
 
Training partners are only required to purchase a training top and are not required to purchase any of the other 
uniform items, but are able to do so if they choose 

 
Players are expected to wear the CDNA uniform correctly, neatly and proudly when attending any event as a CDNA 
representative.  Only CDNA approved clothing can be worn when representing CDNA. (i.e. a CDNA hoodie can be 
worn on cold days however a school jumper is not part of CDNA uniform so cannot be worn at games.) Any player 
not in the correct uniform may not be allowed to take the court representing CDNA. 

 
Netball Shoes: 
While it is not compulsory to buy dedicated netball shoes, we do recommend that all players choose strong 
supportive runners. 
 
Training: 
During all scheduled training sessions, all CDNA representative players are required to wear CDNA training uniform. 
This includes;  

• CDNA training top,  

• Black shorts, leggings or appropriate pants  
 
Coaches uniform  
During all games, trainings and tournaments, all CDNA representative coaches are required to wear the CDNA 
coaches’ uniform. This consists of a minimum of the CDNA coaches polo and/or hoodie/jacket.  


